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The Course
The ‘warm up’ exercise has several goals:

-- It is a straightforward experiment, taking one or two periods, that allows the 
students to get (back) into ‘lab mode’ after a break (particularly a summer 
break!)

-- It provides the students with some basic measurement experience.

-- It provides an experiment that everyone does together (unlike most of the 
‘Advanced Lab’ experiments), so the students get to know each other, and 
select potential lab partners.

-- More importantly, it allows the instructor to see everyone at work, in 
particular students with whose lab skills he may not be familiar.

-- It provides students an opportunity to learn where things are in the advanced 
labs (important, since they may be doing some of their experimentation on their 
own time).

-- It gets everyone ‘to work’ right away, while they may still be deciding which 
experiments to do, and in which order (and allows the instructor to better make 
decisions on that as well, in particular for unfamiliar students.) 

General Goals

Each student performs four experiments, in some detail, in addition to 
a (one- or two-period) ‘warm-up’ experiment.  Experiments are 
selected in consultation between the student, the instructor, and 
(sometimes) a lab partner; some experiments are done without a 
partner (and some students work best without a partner, unless the 
experiment really requires one).  Students are allowed to work at the 
own pace, so also learn (we hope!) some time management skills; 
occasionally a student does not complete the four experiments during 
one term, and needs additional time in the following term to complete 
the course. 

Students keep a lab notebook and submit terse reports on all but one 
experiment; one experiment requires a report in the format of a short 
‘research paper’, as might be published in a journal.  (When next this 
course is taught, the students will submit this paper to the JAUPLI on-
line journal.)  Students also give a presentation on one of their 
experiments, at the end of the term.

As a required course, this is occasionally offered to one or two 
students on a ‘tutored study’ basis; however, the class is most 
effective when done as a group (6 to at most 16 students):  once a 
student has done a particular experiment, s\he becomes the ‘local 
expert’ on this topic; students who are taking the course for a second 
(or even third) time may remain as the ‘local expert’ on some topic:  
student thus get to experience the collaborative nature of actual 
research, and some ‘peer-learning’.

ALL physics majors take this course, at least once; many physics 
minors and  students from other sciences (chemistry, biology, earth 
science, math) also take this course, sometimes more than once.

Students often become particularly interested in a topic from the 
Intermediate Lab, and continue to pursue that topic independently, 
sometimes for credit, sometimes for the pure learning/research 
experience.

History

Physics 330, ‘Warm-Up’ Lab: Non-Ohmic Devices

Many important conducting devices are non-ohmic, i.e., the I-V curve is not linear.  The purpose of today's 
lab is to investigate the behavior of several conducting, but non-ohmic, devices.  Note that we will 
investigate devices whose most obvious behavior depends on frequency (i.e., capacitors & inductors) later 
in the term.

In general, "Resistors" are only Ohmic over a rather narrow range of conditions, where 'conditions' include 
not only the applied voltage and the current that flows, but also such things as pressure, temperature, 
humidity, .....  As such, non-ohmic devices can be quite useful as sensors, IF the we know how the behavior 
changes.  Many 'conducting' devices are also intrinsically non-ohmic; for example, semiconducting devices 
(of which there are millions inside your PC & other modern electronic devices); light bulbs convert much of 
the input energy into (visible) light.  Some of these also have different characteristics, depending on the 
direction of the applied voltage.
What we know will be consistent is that current will increase (or stay constant) almost always as the applied 
voltage is increased, that the electrical power is {P = I * V},  and that the 'differential resistance' is the slope 
of the voltage-vs.-current curve, at any point.  

PROCEDURE

General (DC):  for each device (I, II, III, IV), measure enough  values of (V,I) that you can draw a good I-V 
curve.  Be careful to not put too much current through the device.
(AC):  for each device measured this way (V), record the resistance at the available frequencies; note that 
amplitude of the applied voltage.

I.)  DIODE:  Measure Voltage vs. Current for several values of the current; use a resistance in series with 
the diode, to protect the diode.  Be sure to measure in both directions (+ & -).

II.)  LIGHT BULB:  Measure Voltage vs. Current for several values of the current; use a small resistance in 
series with the bulb, to protect, it, and try to not burn out the bulb!  Reverse the current for at least one or 
two values, to see if the measured voltage is the same.

III.)  PHOTORESISTOR:  The photoresistor is a device whose resistance changes depending on the 
ambient light level (i.e., the number of photons available to be absorbed).  Measure Voltage vs. Current for 
several values of the current at three light levels (covered = dark; normal room light; bright = directly under a 
bulb). 

IV.)  RESISTANCE VS. TEMPERATURE:  If this were the main goal of the exercise, we would measure the 
resistance at many temperatures.  However, we should see a dramatic change is we use two widely spaced 
temperatures:  Room temperature (~ 27 C = 300 Kelvin), and the boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77.2 
Kelvin).  As we did in the resistors lab, measure Voltage vs. Current for several values of the current at room 
temperature, and then repeat with the resistor immersed in liquid nitrogen.  Be sure to note the actual value 
of 'room temperature'.
DO NOT use the encapsulated resistors for this part of the exercise -- we will use a 'bare' resistor.  PLEASE 
place ONLY the resistor (not the wires) into the liquid nitrogen.
CAUTION:  the instructor or the lab aide will provide you with a small amount of liquid nitrogen to use; IT IS 
VERY COLD, and WILL cause severe frostbite if spilled -- DO NOT put fingers or other body parts into the 
liquid nitrogen!

V.)  AC RESISTANCE:  In conductors, the current does not flow uniformly throughout the material (though in 
MOST situations this model is quite effective).  The current actually flows within a 'penetration depth' of the 
surface.  This depth decreases as the frequency increases, so that changes in the resistance will become 
apparent at high frequencies.
We will use an LCR Bridge for this part, which is essentially an electronic analog of the Wheatstone Bridge, 
and reads out directly the value of R (or L or C).  You will be given specific instructions on how to use this 
device.
Using the LCR Bridge, measure the resistance of a 'loose' resistor, as a function of frequency from 100 Hz 
to 100 kHz.  Repeat this for a length of wire. 

ANALYSIS:

Make an I-V plot for the Light Bulb & the Diode; be sure to include the entire range you investigated.  For the 
diode make an I-V plot for each light intensity; if you get a straight line, find the slope and compare 
resistances for the various measurements.  For the resistance vs. temperature, make an I-V plot for each 
temperature used, and use the slope to find the resistance.  For the photoresistor, make an I-V plot for each 
light level used, and use the slope to find the resistance.

For each device measured, find the max power (i.e., power at the highest current).
Optional:  for the AC measurements, plot resistance vs. log(frequency).

Be sure to comment on your results for each part in your conclusions.
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We frequently use the explicit or implicit assumption that devices on 
which we measure the resistance are “Ohmic”, even when this is grossly 
untrue; this extends even to simple ‘bulbs & batteries’ activities, where 
the fact that bulbs are very much non-Ohmic is ignored.  This 
experiment was originally devised and used in Physics II, to allow 
students the opportunity to get away from simple text-like examples and 
measure more realistic devices.

The experiment was subsequently adopted, essentially as-is, as a 
‘warm-up’ exercise for Electronics, Transducers, and then for 
Intermediate Lab.  In Physics II, this was done as a single-period lab.  
Experience has shown that Junior/ Senior level students take their 
measurements more seriously, and typically complete the experiment 
over two lab periods.  Some of this additional time is used in setting up 
the experiment -- for Physics II, everything is ready for the students 
when they enter the lab; in the advanced lab, the students need to 
create their own set up, and locate their own materials in the lab.

-- To make some basic measurements, both AC and DC.

-- To learn about the various parameters that may affect the resistance of a 
circuit element (which are parameters that could be important in the various 
experiments they later do).

-- Students have a model data table, which can be adopted for other 
experiments.

Goals Of This Experiment

-- Type of element (resistor, semiconductor, bulb); AC vs. DC applied voltage; 
direction of current flow.

-- Temperature.

-- Light Intensity (Photoresistors or Photodiodes).

-- Device Size & Signal Frequency (skin effect with large and small wires).

Parameters Varied

Introductory students tend to be disappointed when they find something that 
IS Ohmic (linear I-V curve), or with the AC measurement find no change --
they take the instructions and the lab title much too literally

Comments

Materials & Equipment Used

-- Resistors, Diodes, Bulbs, Photoresistors or Photodiodes

-- Liquid Nitrogen 

-- SRS 715 or 720 LCR Meter

-- Wire of various diameter (down to 0.25 mm) 
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